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Canadian Transnational Trust Companies
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Offshore centres are under close scrutiny by the high tax countries and their supranational agencies. The prospect of a multi-pronged attack on the offshore environment disconcerts clients. Offshore trusts which are well designed should be capable of responding dynamically to the risks posed by these potential challenges.
This article considers the use of the Canadian transnational trust company as a means of improving the safety of existing trust structures in light of these threats. The Canadian transnational trust company was originally intended to provide protection from the risk of adverse changes in the laws of an offshore centre, so the concept was designed to address the risks contemplated in this article. The commercial appeal of the structure lies in the fact that it can provide such protection without requiring immediate relocation of existing trusts from centres perceived by clients (rightly or wrongly) to be vulnerable to onshore coercion or other problems.
Operation of the Transnational Trust Company
The Canadian transnational trust company is essentially a vehicle for delivering international fiduciary services through a branch format. The company facilitates transnational operations for a trustee with limited connections to a number of different jurisdictions (i.e., incorporation in Canada, administration in an offshore centre and directors’ meeting held anywhere outside of Canada). Transnational trust companies have no offices or personnel in Canada and maintain no other significant Canadian presence. The companies administer their trusts by contracting for services from affiliates in offshore jurisdictions. Such companies use existing facilities, and do not require a commitment of resources beyond those already available within the corporate group.
In a transnational trustee structure the directors of the corporate trustee can terminate a relationship with a jurisdiction which has become problematic by simply changing the jurisdiction of administration for the trust. The traditional alternatives, (i) moving the trust itself (through use of a flee clause), (ii) moving the trust company or (iii) pouring the assets from one structure to another, are all much more complex transactions. There is, for example, no need to change brokerage or other mandates on a change of the centre of administration as the trustee owning the assets remains the same. Continuity of ownership also avoids possible tax exposures arising from the crystallisation of gains which may otherwise occur where assets are poured into a new structure For example, many onshore countries impose tax where a non-resident disposes of land or private    company shares situated in the jurisdiction..
Canadian Transnational Trustee Companies Contrasted With Other Branch Service Arrangements
Branch service arrangements are common in the offshore world. How does the Canadian transnational trustee structure differ from a typical branch administration arrangement where the trustee is incorporated in an offshore centre? From a technical perspective there is no requirement to establish a corporate trustee in Canada to capture the advantage of frictionless mobility conferred by a branch administration arrangement. However, in the current environment, there are a number of practical advantages in using a Canadian base for the structure:
·	bespoke design: a Canadian transnational trust company is incorporated only by private act, so  the legal framework for the company can be designed to suit the particular needs of the incorporator;
·	enhanced asset security: a trust company incorporated in a stable, secure and politically neutral developed country, such as Canada, provides optimal conditions for asset security;
·	insulation from OECD and similar challenges: Canada is a high tax country and so less likely (by accident or design) to be adversely affected by sanctions which may be applied to low tax centres;
·	track record: the Canadian transnational trust company has been used for twenty-five years and so the concept is well tested and understood in the offshore planning community;
·	no regulation in Canada: the incorporation privilege is restricted to institutions of high repute with effective internal compliance procedures. All operations take place offshore. For these reasons no additional regulation is imposed in Canada; and 
·	trusts run in the structure are not subject to Canadian tax or information exchange: as the administration is conducted in a non-Canadian branch of the Canadian company the trusts are not considered resident (or taxable) in Canada nor are they exposed to the benefits or burden (including information exchange) provided in Canada’s tax treaties.
Current Commercial Applications
Most banks that have a transnational trust company use it to complement an existing range of products and not as the sole vehicle through which the group offers trust services. Once established, the structure requires little additional resource to run it since there is, as noted, no significant infrastructure in Canada and support requirements for the trusts are normally contracted out to other subsidiaries within the trust group. 
Current commercial applications for the structure include the following:
(i)	Response to Supranational Challenges
Offshore financial centres are subject to pressure from national governments and supranational agencies to align their policies on transparency, regulation and money laundering risks to reflect the agendas of the world’s developed countries. In view of the current dynamism in the offshore world, clients may be concerned to preserve jurisdictional mobility to ensure that the structure remains in an environment appropriately reflecting client needs.
Adopting a strategy for client structure mobility means that the bank will be able to continue to deliver trustee services using existing service capability, while providing a credible assurance to clients that trusts can easily move later to another centre in the event of problems. Delivering trust services through a Canadian transnational trustee operating (anywhere) through a branch preserves this ready mobility. Thus, trust administration could continue to be provided in the existing locations through current arrangements or, if desired, a branch of the Canadian transnational company run by personnel in the affiliate already established in that centre. This arrangement minimises the commercial dislocation for the professional trustee, while addressing client concerns to have a facility for easy movement of the trust available should that be desirable.
(ii)  Latin American Planning
The transnational trustee structure has been used for addressing concerns of Latin American clients arising out of the worldwide taxation/controlled foreign company legislation adopted by Mexico, Venezuela and Argentina since late 1996. A Canadian transnational trust company is a high tax jurisdiction company. The board can meet and exercise its fiduciary function anywhere in the world (i.e., outside listed low tax jurisdiction countries) and some of the purely administrative transactions in running the trust (i.e., trust accounting, etc.) may still be carried out in an offshore centre provided actual control stays in the high tax jurisdiction where the branch is established. 
(iii)  Canadian Appeal
Trusts administered by Canadian transnational trust companies have other potential applications in that many clients find it easier to disclose to their taxing authorities that they have a trust with a Canadian corporate trustee rather than a trustee incorporated in a tax haven, even though the tax position (i.e., no tax) is the same in both cases. 
(iv)  Jurisdiction Risk
The classic application for the transnational trust company is the limitation of risk that the offshore centre, in which the trust is established, may adopt adverse regulations affecting a trust and limit the ability of the trust or corporate fiduciary to move outside the affected jurisdiction. Thus, many of the transnational trust companies established over the last twenty-five years were incorporated for service providers in the Channel Islands to give comfort to their clients that their trusts would not be adversely affected by evolving arrangements in the European Union.
Mechanics of Incorporation and Administration for Transnational Trust Companies
Transnational trustee companies are incorporated by private acts, thus permitting the establishment of an incorporating statute tailored to individual requirements. As a result of the timing of the legislative sessions, the incorporation process should commence by late November. The process would normally be completed by April of the following year.  
The Provinces vet applicants carefully to ensure that the incorporation privilege is extended only to financial institutions of high repute. In a few cases the Provinces have been willing to establish private trust companies for particular families with appropriate credentials. Principal elements of such companies are as follows:
(a)	the company does not maintain offices or any physical presence in Canada;
(b)	a registered office - normally satisfied by designating the premises of a law firm - must be maintained in the relevant Canadian province;
(c)	the company is exempt from licensing requirements provided it operates outside of the province;
(d)	the proper law of trusts administered by the company may be that of Prince Edward Island or New Brunswick if it was desired to reinforce Canadian connections;
(e)	no change of control of the company is permitted without the consent of the Provincial Minister of Justice, though the legislation generally allows a change of control to a related company within the corporate group without special permission;
(f)	the company can be given power to redomicile out of Canada, if desired; and
(g)	there are no residency or nationality requirements for directors and officers (in order to avoid Canadian tax exposures, all officers and directors should reside and take decisions outside Canada).
Canadian tax considerations
According to Canadian administrative practice trusts of the transnational trust company which are run an offshore branch are not exposed to Canadian tax on non‑Canadian source income. In order to avoid any confusion on this point, transnational trust companies should not be used for trusts which have Canadian connections such as Canadian settlors, beneficiaries or significant Canadian property (though portfolio investments in Canadian securities consistent with a global portfolio are not a problem).  
The transnational trustee itself is exposed to Canadian corporate tax on its net profit at a rate of 43 per cent. However, in line with industry practice in branch service arrangements, most of the trustees’ income (generally 85-90 per cent) is paid out to an offshore affiliate in payment for the administration services provided to trusts.  Income of the transnational trust company exposed to Canadian tax is reduced by this cost, leaving an overall effective tax rate (on the profits of the trust company only) of approximately 4-6 per cent.
The trusts do not file in Canada as Revenue Canada generally accepts that such trusts do not have any Canadian tax exposure on non-Canadian income. Note that as the trusts are considered non-residents of Canada, they are not entitled to take advantage of Canadian tax treaties nor are they generally subject to the risk of obligations (including information exchange) contained in such treaties. Provisions of individual treaties should be reviewed where applicable to provide definitive advice on this point.
Conclusion
Action against offshore centres will bite with uneven effect. Sophisticated financial institutions should protect client structures by preserving opportunities to arbitrage the differences between offshore centres on a dynamic basis as events unfold over the next five years. Some form of provision for jurisdictional mobility for an offshore trust is, accordingly, essential in any well-considered strategy. The traditional method, the flee clause, is unreliable and subject to potential restrictions as a result of scrutiny in the various reports on offshore centres.  
The Canadian transnational trust company was designed to facilitate easy mobility and the arrangement is now used by a number of international trust companies as part of their existing global structure. It has become a well established concept for mitigating jurisdictional risk over the past twenty five years.  
The offshore community seeks balance in the debate over the role of tax-neutral centres in the world economy. Until then, it is prudent to be prepared. 

Appendix
Transnational Fiduciary Companies incorporated in New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island
Name of Company	 Year of		Province
	Incorporation

Royal Bank of Canada Trustees	1999 	New Brunswick
International Limited

LOTA Fiduciary (Canada) Inc.		1999			PEI
(Credit Suisse)

UBS Global Trust Corporation	1998		New Brunswick

The Royal Alliance Trustee	1995		PEI
Corporation Canada Inc.  (Royal
Bank of Scotland and Banco Santander) 

Morgan Grenfell Transnational	1990		PEI
Trustee Corporation Inc.

Rothschild Trust Canada Inc.	1989		PEI

Elders International Trustee	1987		PEI
Corporation

Minden Canadian Trustee	1987		PEI
Corporation  (Lazards)

Global Fiduciary (Canada) Inc.	1987		PEI

Royal Trust Atlantic Limited	1987		PEI

Pierson Trust International	1984		New Brunswick
(Canada) Inc.

Kleinwort Benson International	1981		New Brunswick
Trust Corporation

New World Trust Corporation	1977		New Brunswick

Transatlantic Trust Corporation	1973		New Brunswick
		

